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City of Kent Optimizes the
Accessibility to Documents
Across Six Departments

CITY OF KENT STREAMLINED THEIR BUSINESS PROCESS AND PROVIDED EASY
ACCESS TO DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL AND REDUCED MANAGEMENT TIME. SPACE
THAT HAD BEEN USED TO HOUSE DOCUMENTS HAS BEEN RECLAIMED.
ORGANIZATION
City of Kent, Washington
www.ci.kent.wa.us

INDUSTRY
City Government

SOLUTION
› Imaging and Business Process
Management for City, Clerk, Fire,
Police, Accounting & Public Works

CHALLENGE
› Information was not accessible
except in silos
› Current software had reached its
capacity

KEY BENEFITS
› Established reliable document
repository
› Improved timeliness
› Improved quality of customer
services
› Streamlined document mgmnt
› Reduced management time
› Provided easy access to docs
› Reclaimed valuable space

Case Summary
The City of Kent consolidated manual
and redundant filing systems and
increased departmental operational
efficiency while dramatically reducing
the physical space required to maintain
paper files.

The Challenge
The City of Kent is comprised of several
departments. Each department had individual business processes, duplicate information, and a large volume of records
that needed to be constantly accessed by
large user groups.
The City of Kent was looking for a solution that would consolidate disparate
manual and redundant filing systems
around a standard enterprise capable
technology, increase departmental
operational efficiency and dramatically
reduce the physical space required to
maintain paper files. The city needed to
manage the taxonomy and disposition
of records to comply with city records
management policies. The finance department was standardized on a JD Edwards accounting solution and needed a
platform that provided certified integration for seamless image retrieval of
accounts payable invoices.

The City of Kent had been using JD
Edwards and KIVA permitting solutions,
but the information housed was not
accessible to outside departments. In addition to the integration challenges, the
city felt that the existing imaging software had reached its capacity and that
a more capable enterprise solution was
needed to support them in the future.

The ImageSource Solution
For optimal functionality, ImageSource
utilized best-in-breed technology components. Oracle® Imaging and Process
Management was put in place for content
storage, retrieval and workflow. Kofax
Ascent® Capture was implemented for
image scanning, OCR and data validation.

The initial project was divided into four
distinct phases. Phase I included the design or the Integrated Document Archive
and Retrieval software and the implementation of that infrastructure.

Phase II covered the image conversion
and migration from the legacy document
imaging environment to the Oracle
IPM solution.
Phase III implemented an image enabled
Permit Tracking System which retrieved
and viewed scanned document attachments using KIVA software.
Phase IV implemented an image enabled
Enterprise Resource Planning System
(JD Edwards). The solution provides a
seamless integration between Oracle IPM

and JDE to retrieve any related business
documents, regardless of type or format.

Bottom Line
With the implementation of an Integrated Archive and Document Retrieval
System the city established a reliable
document management repository
that can easily be accessed by city staff
across multiple platforms. It improved
the timeliness and quality of customer
service by reducing the reliance on
paper for large volumes of business
information. The streamlined business
process provided easy access to document retrieval and reduced management time. Currently the cities Permit,
Clerk, Public Works, Police, Fire, Corrections and Finance departments are all
utilizing the platform.

THE CITY HAS BEEN USING THE
SOLUTION SINCE 2001, DURING
THAT TIME WE HAVE WORKED WITH
IMAGESOURCE TO EFFECTIVELY
ENHANCE AND MAINTAIN THE
SOLUTION. WE HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
UPGRADED OUR SOFTWARE
SEVERAL TIMES AND IMAGESOURCE
HAS MAINTAINED A CONSISTENT
AND STEADFAST APPROACH TO
SUPPORTING OUR SOLUTION.

Technology
ORACLE® WEBCENTER CONTENT

Formerly Oracle Enterprise Content Management Suite, the Oracle
Webcenter Content proactively and
automatically delivers critical business
content where and when it is needed.
Integrates transaction documents and
information into common business
processes and third party applications.
www.oracle.com

KOFAX® CAPTURE

Powerful, enterprise ready, production
level capture platform
Kofax Capture automates and accelerates business processes by capturing
all types of paper and electronic documents and forms, transforming them
into accurate and actionable information, and delivering it all into your core
business applications, processes and
workflows.
www.kofax.com

– James McKenney, Senior System Analyst

The system provides easy access to
archived documents by allowing concurrent retrieval across the enterprise for
all city departments. By standardizing
on one common enterprise platform the
city reduced its overall costs for records
management, retention and disposition policy enforcement. Because of the
common platform the city can focus IT
resources to support a common system
used by all departments. This means one
source to focus on for upgrades, disaster
recovery, maintenance and support.
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